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1. Introduction1
Molecular dynamics (MD)[1] is a widely used method for simulating2
atomic or molecular systems. In MD simulations, the system is often cou-3
pled to a thermostat and/or barostat, and the forces on each particle are4
determined from the potential that describes the interaction among the par-5
ticles. Then, the trajectories are produced by integrating Newton equations6
of motion. MD has been a powerful probe to investigate the dynamical evo-7
lution of atomic or coarse-grained systems. MD is also regularly applied to8
systems in equilibrium, where thermodynamic properties are calculated from9
temporal averages.10
While ab-initio methods can be implemented within MD [2, 3], they incur11
a high computational cost, which restricts its application to modest spatial12
and temporal scales. It is possible to simulate much larger systems (> 1,00013
atoms) and longer time (> 1 ns), by including many quantum effects into a14
simpler classical potential, from which energy and forces are more efficiently15
calculated. Among these potentials, the embedded atom method (EAM)16
[4] and the Finnis-Sinclair (FS) model [5], developed almost at the same17
time, have found great success in describing structural and mechanical prop-18
erties in metallic systems, including liquid, amorphous, crystalline phases19
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the EAM model, the total potential energy is expressed as20
a sum of a pair-wise term and an embedding term that parametrizes many-21
body effects. The embedding term is essential in describing the mechanical22
properties of the solid phases [4]. The FS model, on the other hand, was23
derived from the tight-binding approach based on the second moment ap-24
proximation [5]. While independently developed, these two potentials share25
significant similarity in their formulation, and in this paper we present an26
implementation for both.27
Standard MD algorithms can be parallelized on distributed memory clus-28
ters through Message Passing Interface (MPI) [11], which remains the dom-29
inant communication protocol in high-performance computing. Today, most30
popular MD codes (including LAMMPS [12], GROMACS [13], NAMD [14],31
HOOMD-blue [15]) run very efficiently in clusters. The CUDA language,32
developed by NVIDIA in 2008, provides a parallel computing platform for33
programming on Graphic processing units (GPU)s, and has a far-reaching34
impact on large scientific computing [16]. HOOMD-blue was the first general35
purpose MD code to perform the simulations entirely on GPUs [17], resulting36
in a dramatic efficiency boost of two or more orders in magnitude as compared37
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with traditional CPU clusters. Moreover, the object-oriented structure and38
the python interface of HOOMD-blue makes it easy for developers to add39
new features, and couple it to the vast library of existing python packages.40
For example, Anderson et al. [18] designed and implemented a scalable hard41
particle Monte Carlo simulation toolkit (HPMC) as a package of HOOMD-42
blue, Spellings et al. [19] implemented a GPU accelerated Discrete Element43
Method (DEM) molecular dynamics for conservative, faceted particle sim-44
ulations, French et al. [20] implemented the second-moment approximation45
to the tight-binding (TB-SMA) potential within HOOMD-Blue. The first46
attempt to implement EAM/FS potentials in HOOMD-blue was done by47
Morozov et al. [21]. However, such implementation was never finalized, and48
the resulting code could only perform a very limited number of calculations,49
and even in those cases, the implementation was not free of errors. In this50
paper, we provide full support for EAM and FS potentials in HOOMD-blue.51
We first describe all the details of our implementation and provide several52
benchmarks for speed and accuracy. It is our expectation that this paper53
will serve to any future users as a reference.54
2. Implementation of the EAM in HOOMD-blue55
2.1. Overview of Alloy and FS models56
The total potential energy within EAM [4] and FS [5] potentials can be57












where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, Pi =
∑
j 6=i ρτiτj(rij) is the59
total electron density at the location of atom i, in which τi is the type of60
atom i, ρτiτj(rij) is the contribution to the electron density at the location of61
atom i from atom j, the embedding function Fτi(Pi) represents the energy62
required to “embedded” atom i into the electron cloud, and the pair function63
φτiτj(rij) represents the pair-wise potential energy. To distinguish the EAM64
potential and the FS potential, we follow a general convention to call the65
EAM potential “EAM/Alloy” type or “Alloy” potential, and the FS potential66
“EAM/FS” type or “FS” potential. For the “Alloy” potential, the electron67
charge density ρτiτj(rij) depends only on atom j’s type τj, and thus can68
be reduced to ρτj(rij). While within the “FS” potential, ρτiτj(rij) generally69
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depends on both τi and τj. The force on the atom i is calculated according70
to:71























HOOMD-blue can run on both CPU and GPU, which is controlled by74
setting “--mode=cpu” or “--mode=gpu” in HOOMD-blue command line75
options. When the CPU mode is turned on, an object of EAMForceCompute76
class is instantiated to perform all the computations of energy and forces77
exclusively on the CPU. One should note that the unparallelized CPU mode78
runs very slow; thus, it is mainly for debugging purpose and not for any real79
applications. By default, the GPU mode is switched on, and the computation80
is handled by the EAMForceComputeGPU class, which is parallelized using81
the CUDA language.82
For either the CPU or GPU mode, the potential file is loaded by the83
member function loadFile in the EAMForceCompute class. The potential84
files follow the DYNAMO setfl format [22]. For the “FS” potential file, there85
are n density function blocks for each atom type τj, corresponding to ρτ1τj(r),86
ρτ2τj(r), . . . , and ρτnτj(r), where n is the total number of atom types in the87
alloy system. However, for the “Alloy” potential, there is only one such block88
since the function ρτiτj depends only on τj. Here, in order to make the com-89
puting consistent and easy to maintain, the type “Alloy” potential’s ρ block90
is duplicated for n times, so that the “Alloy” and “FS” potentials can be91
treated in the same fashion in the rest of the code. In the python script, the92
“type” keyword should be set to “Alloy” or “FS” according to the type of93
the potential file.94
Once the tabulated electron density ρ, embedding function F , pair func-95
tion φ are read, their cubic interpolation parameters of these functions are96
computed and stored in the memory, so that the function value at any arbi-97
trary data point can be efficiently calculated. Additional discussions about98
the interpolation scheme can be found in the next subsection. Then the algo-99
rithm goes to the energy and force computing. If the CPU mode is activated,100
the energy and forces are computed using member function computeForces101
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of class EAMForceCompute, which computes Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, by loop-102
ing over all atoms. If the default GPU mode is activated, the potential103
data is copied and allocated from the memory to the GPU texture mem-104
ory variables in class EAMForceComputeGPU. To compute forces on GPU,105
class EAMForceComputeGPU calls two CUDA kernels defined in the CUDA106
source file EAMForceGPU.cu sequentially. The first kernel gpu kernel 1 com-107
putes Pi of the atom recorded at the corresponding thread, and the second108
kernel gpu kernel 2 computes the force of the atom recorded at the corre-109
sponding thread. By dividing the computation to two kernels sequentially,110
the total electron densities computed by kernel gpu kernel 1 are guaranteed111
to be synchronized before the kernel gpu kernel 2 is executed.112
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Figure 1: The work flow of EAM/FS energy and force computing algorithm. The matrix
blocks in gpu kernel 1 and gpu kernel 2 represent two GPU threads, which can be executed
in parallel. gpu kernel 1 block and gpu kernel 2 block are executed sequentially, because
the total electron density Pi must be synchronized before computing the forces.
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For the requirement of further maintenances, a unit test is created using113
NumPy’s test support, which computes the potential energy and forces of a114
Ni3Al crystalline system, the relative tolerance between the test value and115
the reference value is set to be 10−6 eV/atom and 1.6 × 10−14 N/atom for116
energy and forces, respectively. Users will be alerted if the unit test fails. If117
that happens, users may need to check the software and hardware prereq-118
uisites, refer to the compiling manual, and/or change the building options119
according to software and hardware configurations, following HOOMD-blue’s120
documentation [23].121
A Python module named hoomd.metal is provided following HOOMD-122
blue’s code convention, users can import the hoomd.metal module to load123
the support of EAM/FS potentials. Users can create the Python script, to124
custom simulation routines for controlling the simulations’ initial conditions,125
interactions and other parameters, together with Python’s powerful features,126
instructions and commands, which is very flexible. This version of our code is127
mainly developed on a single-GPU architecture, currently only the serial ver-128
sion of the EAM/FS implementation is supported. As we will demonstrate in129
Section 3 and Section 4, the serial code runs very efficiently for systems con-130
taining up to tens of thousands of atoms, which can address many research131
needs. For this reason, we decided to publish the serial code first. Recently,132
we have acquired resources, and are working on the parallel version of the133
code using MPI.134
2.3. Interpolation135
In practice, the embedding function F (ρ), electron density function ρ(r)136
and pair interaction function φ(r) are provided in a tabulated format, and137
an interpolation scheme is needed to calculate the energy and the forces at138
those points where the tabular values are not available. Although NVIDIA139
GPUs provide a very efficient linear interpolation at the hardware level, which140
can be around 2 ∼ 3 times faster than the software cubic interpolation, it141
has only 9 bits of internal precision, which might result in hard-to-foresee142
problems in the targeted application of highly accurate and reliable metallic143
simulations. So the hardware linear interpolation does not follow HOOMD-144
blue style conventions. In our implementation, the slower but safer software145
cubic interpolation is used.146
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2.4. Precision147
Most NVIDIA CUDA enabled GPUs have much better performance in148
single precision floating point operations than double precision operations149
according to the CUDA toolkit documentation [24]. For example, on GPUs150
with compute capability (cc) 5.2 (e.g. Tesla M40), 128 single precision op-151
erations of addition, multiplication and multiplication-addition can be com-152
pleted per clock cycle per multiprocessor, whereas that number for double153
precision operations is only 4. These GPUs are essentially not designed to154
perform double precision tasks. On the other hand, for GPUs of cc=3.5155
(e.g. Tesla K40), cc=3.7 (e.g. Tesla K80), and cc=6.0 (e.g. Tesla P100), the156
efficiency ratio between single and double precision operations ranges from157
3:1 to 2:1. Thus, double precision operations could be a viable choice on158
these GPUs. Our code supports both single and double precisions in the159
GPU mode. Considering the fact that at this moment GPUs of cc=5.0, 5.2160
are still widely used, we need to particularly investigate the accuracy of our161
code in the single precision mode. A broad range of tests have been made,162
which prove that the simulation in single precision mode can deliver accu-163
rate enough results. An elaborate discussion about these tests will be made164
in Section 3. For cc=5.0, 5.2, 3.0, 3.2 GPUs, users are recommended to165
use the single precision mode for metallic simulations by turning the SIN-166
GLE PRECISION flag on.167
3. Accuracy testing168
We have applied the newly developed EAM and FS code within HOOMD-169
blue on various real problems using the single precision mode, and its accu-170
racy is checked against the CPU version of LAMMPS (MPI, 16 Feb 2016171
stable version), which implements the standard double-precision comput-172
ing. LAMMPS is chosen because it has been overwhelmingly the dominant173
software package for simulations with EAM/FS potentials. The broad tests174
include simulations with EAM and FS potentials, under the canonical (NVT)175
and the isothermalisobaric (NPT) ensembles, which are the two most com-176
monly used ensembles in MD simulations. We discuss two of our tests in this177
section, as summarized in table 1. In these simulations, the MD time-step178
is chosen to be 2.0 fs, the temperature is controlled using the Nose´-Hoover179
thermostat [25], the coupling constant for the thermostat (tau) is set to be180
0.1 ps and that for the barostat (tauP) is set to be 2.0 ps, the neighbor list181
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is reconstructed for every 5 MD time-step, and the buffer radius of neigh-182
bor list (r buff) is set to be 1.0 A˚. In LAMMPS, users can set the length of183
thermostat chain and that on barostat by setting tchain and pchain values184
respectively, in the tests below, these values are set by default, which are185
tchain = 3 and pchain = 3.186
Table 1: Accuracy Testing Overview
system number of atoms process potential type ensemble
Cu64.5Zr35.5 5000 rapid cooling eam/fs NPT
Ni3Al 4000 liquid annealing eam/alloy NVT
3.1. Rapid cooling of Cu64.5Zr35.5 alloy187
Rapid cooling from metallic liquids is a widely used metallurgical tech-188
nique for synthesizing novel alloys with fine-grained or amorphous microstruc-189
tures. Under sufficiently fast cooling rate, nucleation of a crystalline phase in190
the liquid alloy can be kinetically blocked. As a result, the system is driven191
into a glassy state. Although the liquid-to-glass transition is usually not192
considered a phase transition since the glassy state is not a thermodynami-193
cal stable phase, the specific heat and the thermal expansion coefficient may194
display a discontinuity at the transition temperature, due to the different195
characters of α and β relaxations in the liquid and glassy states, respectively196
[26, 27].197
In our tests, we simulate the rapid cooling of a strong binary glass former198
Cu64.5Zr35.5 [28, 29, 30, 31]. The unit cell contains 5,000 atoms with periodic199
boundary conditions. The system is thermalized at 2000 K for 10 ns, and200
then cooled down to 500 K at a cooling rate of 1010 K/s. The NPT ensemble201
is used throughout the simulation. The energy and forces are calculated with202
a Cu-Zr potential in the FS format [32] during the simulations. Our results203
are compared against the EAM LAMMPS implementation, using the exact204
the same initial configuration (including the same positions and velocities).205
In Fig. 2, we show the potential energy per atom of the system as a func-206
tion of the temperature during the cooling process. Results using HOOMD-207
blue and LAMMPS are indistinguishable within statistical error. The ob-208
served kink at T∼750 K corresponds to the glass-transition temperature Tg,209
this is consistent with the estimates from prior work [32].210
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Figure 2: Dependence of the potential energy on temperature by HOOMD-blue and
LAMMPS during the cooling process of Cu64.5Zr35.5 systems, the glass transition occurs
at the same temperature Tg ∼ 750 K, as shown in the shaded area. HOOMD-blue is run
on one NVIDIA M40 GPU (red), and LAMMPS is run on one AMD Opteron 6220 CPU
with 32 cores (black).
3.2. Thermalising of Ni3Al alloy211
Nickel aluminide has been widely used for high-temperature coatings in212
turbine blades and jet engines due to its low weight, high strength and melt-213
ing point and good chemical stability [33]. The Ni3Al alloy can be prepared214
by melting in a high frequency vacuum induction furnace [34]. Understand-215
ing the structure of the Ni3Al melt is essential in controlling the properties of216
the alloy as a coating material. In this subsection, we calculate the pair cor-217
relation function g(r) of Ni3Al liquid at 1700 K, using a previously developed218
EAM potential for this system [35]. As shown in Fig. 3, the HOOMD-blue219
and LAMMPS are in agreement within statistical error.220
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Figure 3: pair correlation functions g(r) of Ni3Al alloy at 1700 K by HOOMD-blue and
LAMMPS are in agreement within statistical accuracy. HOOMD-blue runs on one M40
GPU in Maxwell cluster in single precision (red), and LAMMPS runs on 32 cores of AMD
Opteron 6220 CPU (black).
3.3. Accuracy testing summary221
A series of other tests using EAM/FS potentials in the single precision222
mode have been made, with results showing that the calculated physical223
properties (energy, volume, short to medium range order, diffusion, etc.)224
are consistent within statistical error. The tests demonstrate that not only225
the code we developed is robust and accurate, but also the single precision226
mode is accurate enough for simulations of metallic systems using EAM/FS227
potentials.228
4. Performance benchmarks229
A series of Ni3Al crystalline samples with sizes ranging from 4,000 atoms230
to 62,500 atoms are simulated using the canonical (NVT) ensemble to study231
the performance of our code. The simulation parameters are not changed232
from those in Section 3, and the EAM potential introduced in Section 3.2233
[35] is used for energy and force calculations. The samples are annealed at234
300 K for 1 ns (500,000) steps, based on which we can calculate the average235
computing time required to perform one MD time-step (TRPT). The relative236
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GPU to CPU performance ratio is computed by comparing TRPT collected237
for HOOMD-blue on a single GPU and LAMMPS on 32 CPU cores. The238
details of the computing systems and software used for benchmarks are as239
follows:240
• Ames Lab “Maxwell” GPU cluster: 1 Tesla M40 (cc=5.2) is used241
CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2698v4, 2.20 GHz; GPU: NVIDIA Tesla M40;242
RAM: 512 GB; Software: HOOMD-blue; OS: CentOS 7.243
• NVIDIA “PSG” GPU cluster: 1 Tesla P100 (cc=6.0) is used244
CPU: Intel Haswell E5-2698v3, 2.30GHz; GPU: NVIDIA Tesla P100;245
RAM: 256 GB; Software: HOOMD-blue; OS: CentOS 7.246
• Ames Lab “Brem12” CPU cluster: 32 MPI processes in 2 nodes (32247
cores) are used248
CPU: AMD Opteron(TM) Processor 6220, 3.00 GHz; RAM: 64 GB;249
Number of node: 12 nodes; Number of cores per node: 16 cores; Soft-250
ware: LAMMPS (MPI, 16 Feb 2016 stable version); OS: CentOS 6.251
The HOOMD-blue is compiled with GCC-4.8.5, which is the minimum com-252
piler requirement in the manual of HOOMD-blue [23], and NVIDIA CUDA-253
8.0 in the “Maxwell” and “PSG” clusters, and the LAMMPS (MPI) is com-254
piled with GCC-4.8.5 and Open MPI 1.8.8. HOOMD-blue simulation in255
double precision is only tested on NVIDIA “PSG” GPU cluster’s Tesla P100256
GPU (cc=6.0). LAMMPS performs the same simulations using Message257
Passing Interface (MPI) in a multi-processor CPU cluster “Brem12”. The258
results reported in here are based on runs on 32 cores. It should be noted259
that LAMMPS uses 64-bit double precision operations on CPUs.260
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Figure 4: Computing time required to perform a single MD time-step (TRPT) as a function
of the number of atoms in the system. Ni3Al crystal is simulated using EAM potential
on different computational systems: HOOMD-blue is run on one M40 GPU in Maxwell
cluster in single precision (red square), on one P100 GPU in PSG cluster in single precision
(blue triangular), on one P100 GPU in PSG cluster in double precision (blue circle), and
LAMMPS is run on 32 cores of AMD Opteron 6220 CPU (black plus). Lines represent
linear fitting.
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Figure 5: The GPU/CPU performance ratio as a function of the number of atoms in the
system. Computational details are the same as those of Fig. 4
TRPT is presented in Fig. 4 as a function of the number of atoms for261
typical MD simulations’ problem size (4,000 ≤ Natoms ≤ 62,500) in EAM/FS-262
type potentials. The lower the TRPT is, the faster the simulation runs. A263
quasi-linear dependence of TRPT on the system size can be observed at264
N > Nc on GPUs, where Nc ∼ 10, 000 for M40 and NC ∼ 13, 000 for P100.265
The performance is worse when N < Nc, showing the GPU is underloaded266
when the system is not large enough. On the CPU cluster, the TRPTs shows267
linear scaling with the problem size for all sizes.268
Although the architecture of a CPU cluster and a GPU node is vastly269
different, a comparison of computing speed on typical CPU and GPU based270
hardware can still show useful information about the acceleration effect of271
GPUs. In Fig. 5, we show the GPU/CPU performance ratio, defined as the272
inverse ratio of TRPT, as a function of system size. Again, TRPT on GPU273
is collected from a single NVIDIA M40 or P100 GPU, and TRPT on CPU274
is collected from 32 cores of AMD Opteron 6220 CPUs. When the system275
is underloaded for the GPU, a moderate acceleration is observed with the276
GPU/CPU performance ratio ranging from 1.5 to 2.5. For fully loaded sys-277
tems, the GPU/CPU performance ratio can be as high as 4.6 and 4.1 for278
single and double precision operations, respectively. P100 also performs sig-279
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nificantly better than M40, because P100 has more CUDA cores (3,584) than280
M40 has (3,072), and the base clock frequency of P100 (1,328 MHz) is much281
higher than that of M40 (948 MHz).282
By analyzing the EAM/FS formulas for the energy and force calculations283
in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively, it is found that the computational cost for284
the embedding part and the pair part is comparable during energy calcu-285
lation (see Eq. 1), the computational cost for the embedding part is much286
higher than that of the pair part during force calculation (7 operations v.s.287
1 operation, see Eq. 2). To estimate the actual time cost on the embedding288
functions as compared with the pair functions in EAM/FS potentials, we289
also perform benchmark on a simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) system, which only290
contains pair functions. A binary “A3B” Lennard-Jones (LJ) system is gener-291
ated in such a way that the positions for minima of A-A, A-B, and B-B pair292
potentials match the positions of Ni-Ni, Ni-Al, and Al-Al pair correlation293
functions in Fig. 3, respectively. The rcut for LJ potentials is set to 6.28721294
(A˚), which is the same as that of the Ni-Al EAM potential [35]. The same295
set of parameters are also used in MD simulations using the LJ potential296
and the EAM potential. In this way, one can obtain a fair comparison of the297
computational cost for LJ and EAM potentials.298
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Figure 6: Computing time required to perform a single MD time-step as a function of the
number of atoms for EAM and LJ systems. HOOMD-blue is run on one M40 GPU in
Maxwell in single precision: Ni3Al crystal is simulated using EAM potential (red square),
and A3B particles system is simulated using Lennard-Jones potential (black diamond).
The TPRT results for the EAM potential and the LJ potential are shown299
in Fig. 6, the EAM runs 6 ∼ 8 times slower than LJ on an M40 GPU, which300
indicates that the actual cost of calculating the embedding function part con-301
sumes 83 ∼ 88 % computational time of the EAM and FS implementation.302
This is consistent with direct analytic results from Eq. 1 and 2.303
5. Conclusion304
We have implemented the support of the EAM and FS potentials as a305
package in the HOOMD-blue software, under the BSD 3-clause license. The306
source code is available for download in HOOMD-blue website [36]. As a307
package of HOOMD-blue, our code follows all the HOOMD-blue conven-308
tions, so users could refer to HOOMD-blue documentation page [23] for the309
software/hardware prerequisites, building and installing method, and code310
descriptions. We have also included unit tests of our package, which help311
users to test their builds.312
The accuracy of the code has been verified in a variety of broad tests,313
among which, two tests: computing the glass transition temperature of strong314
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glass former Cu64.5Zn35.5 and the pair correlation function of the Ni3Al liquid315
are shown in this paper. All tests using this code give consistent results316
compared to those using LAMMPS within statistical errors.317
The performance of the code has been studied in a practical way, by an318
overall consideration of efficiency and user friendliness. As shown in Fig. 4319
and Fig. 5, the code performs significantly faster than LAMMPS running320
on a typical CPU cluster. For the user interface, our hoomd.metal module321
follows HOOMD-blue code convention, which allows it to be coupled to the322
extensive python libraries.323
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